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... graphic novel perpetual. both are illustrated by cindy mochizuki; both seek to communicate the vital
importance of water for the well-being of all biological, cultural, and spiritual life on planet earth. save the
date: august 4, 2016 the floor 9 salon series ... - rita wong has written four books of poetry: undercurrent
(nightwood 2015), sybil unrest (co-written with larissa lai, line books, 2008), forage (nightwood 2007), and
monkeypuzzle (press gang 1998), as well as one graphic collection called perpetual (with cindy mochizuki,
nightwood 2015). forage won canada reads poetry in 2011. downstream - muse.jhu - downstream dorothy
christian, rita wong published by wilfrid laurier university press christian, dorothy & wong, rita. downstream:
reimagining water.
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